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Abstract

We have constructed a 5 cm2 proton exchange membrane hydrogen fuel cell opti-

mized for transparency of high energy X-rays. This cell allows for in situ elastic

scattering measurements (WAXS, SAXS) during electrochemical operation with

minimal trade-offs in cell performance vs benchtop designs, and is capable of

reaching automotive current densities. A key feature is that the beam enters

the cell at grazing incidence to the electrodes, massively increasing the effective

pathlength and therefore the signal-to-background ratio. The 360◦ transparency

in the plane of the sample permits imaging coupled with advanced techniques,

such as X-ray diffraction computed tomography.
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1. Introduction

The ongoing commercialization of fuel cells and other clean energy tech-

nologies increasingly require advances in fundamental understanding of hetero-

geneous buried interfaces over the life cycle of the device. Hard X-rays are a

well-suited tool for probing structural evolution in such complex electrochemi-

cal energy systems given their large penetration and small wavelengths allowing

characterization across a wide range of length scales. Recent developments in

synchrotron hardware have enabled the construction of beamlines with unprece-

dented flux at high photon energies [1, 2], which allow for more sophisticated

sample environments [3]. Here we describe a design of a proton exchange mem-

brane hydrogen fuel cell (PEMFC) with high X-ray transmission used for in situ

wide and small angle high energy X-ray scattering (WAXS and SAXS) measure-

ments with no trade-offs in cell performance. Automotive current densities can

be stably achieved during measurements, up to several A cm−2.

A key advance in the cell and measurement design is the use of in-plane

geometry and microfocused beams [4]. Instead of analyzing the layered mem-

brane electrode assembly (MEA) composites through the sample plane, where

the effective pathlength is on the order of 10 µm, the X-ray beam is introduced

at grazing incidence to the sample plane. This approach allows for pathlengths

up to several cm through each material in the composite, which greatly im-

proves the desired signal-to-background ratio. The latter factor is critical for

X-ray scattering experiments on complex and multi-component samples, where

deconvolution of overlapping signals is a longstanding challenge [5].

Understanding the microscopic spatial and chemical heterogeneities present

in electrochemical devices is a critical factor in improving the performance

and durability of these systems.[6–9] Hard X-ray diffraction computed tomog-

raphy (XRD-CT) is an excellent technique for probing these characteristics,

non-destructively and under in situ/ operando conditions [10–16]. Because to-

mographic datasets are typically recorded as a series of cross section images

(xy ’slices’), thin films and flat samples can be efficiently mapped in this mea-
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surement geometry. The presented X-ray PEMFC is optimised for tomography

applications, and offers complete 360◦ transparency during rotation. This rota-

tional symmetry is critical for reducing reconstruction artefacts, and dramati-

cally improves the quality of the final data. The low background of dark-field

scattering vs conventional bright-field absorption tomography simultaneously

enhances image contrast, and extends the sample size over which high resolu-

tion imaging is possible [17].

The main aim for the development of the presented cell is to gain a better

understanding of the complex structure-function relationships and degradation

phenomena. Corrosion, dealloying, and ripening of cathode catalyst nanopar-

ticles are leading causes of performance loss over the lifetime of a fuel cell.

Investigation of these processes usually involves low throughput imaging (i.e.,

high resolution electron microscopy) which requires destructive disassembly of

the MEA. New, in situ techniques which can repeatedly probe identical locations

throughout the lifetime of a device are necessary to understand aging phenom-

ena with increased detail.[18]. Furthermore, the power produced by a PEMFC

is frequently limited by water-transport considerations at high current densi-

ties and only a few techniques are capable of dynamically imaging hydration at

the necessary spatial and temporal resolution.[19, 20] Hard X-ray scattering is

well-positioned to probe the chemistry, composition and microstructure at all

spatial scales and can give a critical insight into the operational devices.[21]

In this work, we demonstrate how the current capabilities of synchrotron

source matched with advanced sample environments offer a powerful platform

for investigating these phenomena. We anticipate the advances offered by next

generation light sources are likely to improve the spatial and temporal resolution

of in situ WAXS/SAXS, as well as the convenience of these measurements.

Previous reports using in situ high energy WAXS on fuel cell samples have

suffered from cell design as a result of through-plane or large incidence angle

geometry [22–24]. This reduces signal-to-background ratio and makes the data

analysis more challenging. From an experimental point of view, this is typically

overcome by using electrodes with high catalyst loadings (>0.5 mgPt cm−2).
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However, such cells exhibit decreased interconnection between the catalyst nanopar-

ticles and are less relevant to state-of-the-art, low-loading electrodes. Here we

show that our cell geometry places larger quantities of electrocatalyst into the

optical path with a much simpler configuration, and is compatible with fuel cell

electrodes carrying commercially relevant Pt loadings (0.04-0.4 mgPt cm−2). At

these trace levels, even sensitive techniques can struggle to obtain good signal-

to-noise ratios in through-plane transmission mode [25]. The electrochemical

connectivity of thin film catalyst layers is also vastly improved, enabling in situ

characterization during cycling experiments [23, 26–28]. The use of grazing

incidence geometries to improve surface sensitivity has long been appreciated

[29–32], but to the authors’ knowledge there are no in-situ PEM fuel cell studies

reported using this configuration.

2. Experimental

All X-ray measurements were performed at beamline ID31 at the European

Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF). A monochromated beam (E = 78 keV,

flux = 1013 photons/s) was focused on the sample to the final size of 3 × 20

µm2 (vertical × horizontal). The cell was mounted in such way that the MEA

plane was positioned parallel to the horizontal plane of the beam (Figure 1A). A

Pilatus 3X CdTe 2M hybrid photon-counting area detector positioned 504 mm

from the cell was used for acquisition of diffraction patterns. Si photodiodes

were used to record the flux in Figure 1C.

The 5 cm2 fuel cell was controlled by a test station (FCS-4M-100W, Lean-

Cat Fuel Cell Technologies) to manipulate the anode and cathode voltages,

temperatures, gas pressures, gas flow rates, and humidities. A control system

was developed to automatically detect membrane puncture events and flush the

setup with inert gas, in order to safely analyze samples to the point of failure.

Commercial, seven layer conventional PEMFC MEAs were used. The data in

Figure 2 were collected using a commercial MEA (Johnson Matthey Fuel Cells)

with 0.44/0.04 mgPt cm−2 catalyst coating (40wt% Pt on Vulcan XC72) as the
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cathode/anode respectively on a 17 µm proprietary ionomer membrane. The

data in Figure 3 were collected using a commercial MEA (Bio-Logic Science

Instruments) with a symmetrical 0.5 mgPt cm−2 catalyst coating on a Nafion

115 membrane. Both samples were hotpressed with gas diffusion media coated

with microporous layers (Sigracet 25BC) against each electrode (1 kpsi, 60 s,

120◦C). Kapton subgasketing surrounding the active area of the MEA was used

to create a leak-free seal with the o-rings on the cell.

2.1. Diffraction tomography

The tomographic measurements were made with 231 translation steps (trans-

lation step size of 200 µm, covering 0-180◦ angular range probing in total 231

angles (i.e. 231 line scans). The translation motor velocity was 1.5 mm/s. The

detector calibration was performed using a CeO2 NIST standard. Every 2D

diffraction image was converted to a 1D powder diffraction pattern after ap-

plying a light 10% trimmed mean filter to remove any outliers using the pyFAI

software [33, 34]. The final XRD-CT images (i.e. reconstructed data volumes)

were reconstructed using the filtered back projection algorithm.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. PEM fuel cell design

The cell body, shown in Figure 1, was machined from polyether ether ketone

(PEEK). The cell body itself holds both flowfield plates together, without metal-

lic posts which would obstruct the beampath during cell rotation. A low profile

threaded aluminum ring mounts the cell body against the bottom heatsink.

This ring partially attenuates the lower part of the 2D diffraction pattern and

this needs to be accounted for during the data analysis. An internal thread

inside the upper housing allows compression of the two flow fields against the

sample with controllable, homogeneously distributed mechanical pressure. The

graphite flow fields are attached to brass and copper heat sinks with embedded

thermocouples and cartridge heaters. The current is collected on the heat sinks,
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while the potential is measured directly on the graphite flowfield. A parallel

flow field design was selected such that X-rays can transit the length of the cell

without passing through thick layers of graphite. A very small flow field pitch (1

mm) minimizes the mechanical distortion to the PEMFC and keeps the sample

flat, improving the quality of the alignment. Precise micro-machining of the

graphite plate allows the channel edges to be used as an X-ray knife edge align-

ment tool. The heatsink baseplate can be directly mounted onto the beamline

translation stage, maintaining electrical isolation with ceramic washers. This

feature, plus matching pegs in the upper and lower cell body, enable samples to

be quickly changed without time-consuming optical realignment. Fluoropoly-

mer o-rings seal the flow fields against the PEM sample, and are compatible

with most common subgasket electrode designs.

Anticipating that X-ray spectroscopy at lower X-ray energies may also be

of interest, a channel was cut in the cell to provide access for through-plane

transmission mode measurements [23, 35–37]. The flow field was thinned in this

location, such that the beam path is reduced to 2 mm of graphite, plus the

sample thickness. The attenuation of X-rays from the cell at the Pt L-III edge

is calculated at 40%, which is sufficient for quantitative spectroscopy. A cone

shaped volume was also machined into the bottom heatsink to provide a exit

path for through-plane diffraction experiments.

3.2. X-ray characterization

The total attenuation was measured at a variety of X-ray energies in the

grazing incidence mode (Figure 1H). The Pt catalyst contributes the majority

of the attenuation, and the optical transparency is therefore greatly dependent

on the catalyst loading. The transmission was measured both through the

plane of the catalyst layer inside the dry, assembled cell, and in the gas channel

immediately above the MEA. At modern synchrotron beamlines, photon energy

can be freely selected to optimize the sample penetration and range of observed

reciprocal space [4, 38]. For a typical MEA with Pt catalyst, a photon energy of

78 keV (below the Pt K-α edge at 78.3 keV) provides a good balance between a
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Figure 1: 3D rendering of the 5 cm2 PEM fuel cell for in-situ WAXS/SAXS (A). Cell configured

on beamline (B). Top (C), side (D) and bottom (E) view of the cell with marked cell connection

details and beam directions for two possible measurement geometries. Scheme of the gas

distribution system within the fuel cell (F) and detail of the flow-field (G). In-plane X-ray

transmission of the PEMFC cell body, and cell body plus catalyst layer at various photon

energies. (H)
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large angular range allowing total scattering experiments, stopping power and

detector quantum efficiency. Above this energy, Pt photoabsorption increases

radiation damage and background fluorescence, while the detector efficiency

decreases.

The sensitivity of PEMFCs to X-ray damage is well documented, especially

the ionomer component.[39] Beam damage to fuel cell samples was evaluated in

a running, hydrated cell at 1013 photons/s with the beam focused onto a single

spot on the sample (3 × 20 µm2). Slight damage to the ionomer membrane

was visible by eye and the WAXS pattern was slightly reduced in intensity (less

than 5%) after three hours of continuous exposure. Intermittent measurements

using tenfold attenuated flux produced no detectable damage over several days,

while preserving the data quality. No electrochemical signals associated with

beam exposure (photocurrent) could be detected.

3.3. Electrochemical characterization

The PEMFC exhibits good performance at high gas flow rates. A 5 cm2

cell is large enough to meaningfully evaluate electrocatalytic activity and cap-

ture the heterogeneous chemical environment present inside functional devices.

Cells of this size are commonly used when evaluating novel electrocatalysts and

membranes, which are typically available in very limited quantities. However,

it should be emphasized that the thermal and mass transport properties of such

small devices do not accurately simulate conditions inside larger systems (i.e.

an automotive stack).

Traditional electrochemical experiments can be easily conducted in this setup

under inert atmosphere (e.g. cyclic voltammetry, impedance spectroscopy) in

addition to standard polarization measurements under air or oxygen (Figure 2).

After briefly conditioning the MEA [40], high current densities can be reached.

A representative hold at 1.9 A cm−2 (9.5 A) over two hours is shown here. The

operational stability of small cells is typically limited by transient flooding phe-

nomena [41, 42] and by the particularity of the MEA being tested. The most

significant issue with the current design is the lack of active cooling. When op-
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Figure 2: Electrochemical performance of the X-ray transparent cell using a commercial 5 cm2

MEA with 0.44/0.04 mgPt cm−2 catalyst coating on cathode/anode. Cyclic voltammogram

under H2/N2 feed (A) and galvanostatic high load polarization test under H2/O2. 85◦C, 1

bar backpressure, 50% RH, 300 sccm cathode/anode (B).

erating at or above 2 A cm−2 for more than several minutes, the cell required a

fan directed at the upper housing to maintain a stable temperature below 80◦C.

3.4. X-ray Diffraction

A compelling feature of the grazing incidence approach using small beams is

the possibility to selectively probe the membrane, anode or cathode by scanning

the vertical position of the beam. The diffraction patterns from such a scan,

where each material inside the MEA can be clearly differentiated, are shown in

Figure 3A. These scans can be acquired relatively quickly, on the order of a few

seconds and with a suitably focused beam, the cross sectional heterogeneity of

the membrane and catalyst layer can be conveniently analyzed [8]. The main

advantage is a greatly suppressed background from other parts of the cell, which

typically complicate the analysis. Rietveld analysis of the of the diffractograms

can also be performed (Figure 3B) and therefore microstructural information,

such as the crystallite size, lattice parameter, and microstrain for the catalyst

can be obtained for in situ/ operando experiments.

In addition, each of the diffraction patterns can be quantitatively deconvo-

luted into different components, further increasing the informational content of
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Figure 3: An example of diffraction patterns obtained from vertically scanning the position of

the beam on the MEA. Each layer of the MEA can be clearly distinguished (A). The diffrac-

tograms have been vertically offset for clarity. Rietveld refinement of the Pt nanoparticles

provides additional nanoscale structural information.(B) Each diffraction pattern can be fur-

ther deconvoluted to its principal components allowing for quantitative analysis of each phase

in the composite material (C and D).
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this approach (Figure 3C). After deconvolution, the intensities of the phases

can be used to map the composition of the electrode at each position during cell

operation. Vertically scanning the beam through the cross section of the MEA

allows for each component to be spatially distinguished (Figure 3D). Beginning

at the leftmost position, the Pt from the anode is the most significant com-

ponent. Then, a section approximately 125 µm thick composed of the polymer

membrane is visible. Next to this, the Pt and carbon black from the catalyst

layer are detected in the cathode, and then the thick GDL composed of more

graphitic carbon. Water is detected through the whole cross-section, but mostly

in the catalyst layer, and porous transport layers. The water signal shows a dis-

tinct increase around a position of 60 µm. This corresponds to the boundary

between the microporous layer (MPL) and gas diffusion layer (GDL). Because

these vertical scans can be performed in a matter of seconds, the MEA can

be precisely aligned and evaluated based on the known thickness of the lay-

ers. Although the spatial resolution of the depth profiling is limited by sample

alignment, the 5 cm2 cell is sufficiently small that each layer in the MEA can be

clearly resolved.

Instrumental broadening (discussed in detail in the next section) is a signifi-

cant complication for large samples in high energy scattering [43]. The substan-

tial width of the diffracting volume degrades the reciprocal space resolution at

the detector. For high resolution diffraction measurements, the cell may be tilted

between 0.1-0.5◦ to tune the effective length of the illuminated volume without

the primary beam intersecting the electrode on the other side of the membrane.

Alternatively, diffraction can be collected at multiple detector-sample distances,

allowing for an absolute calibration of the sample position and thickness. High

resolution diffraction beamlines equipped with analyzer crystals can be used to

negate this effect, at the cost of measurement speed.

An MEA with a relatively thick ionomer membrane was analyzed in Figure

3 (125 µm). Cross sectional analysis of MEAs incorporating the extremely thin

membranes popular for commercial automotive applications is also possible,

with careful alignment. The maximum spatial resolution through the cross-
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section depends on the flatness of the sample and the size of the beam. For

somewhat wavy samples such as MEAs, approximately 5 µm is achievable. The

diffraction from the carbon black used as a catalyst support can be differentiated

from the more graphitic carbon used in the fibre paper of the gas diffusion layer

(Figure 3C), allowing for detailed structural investigations of even closely related

species.

3.5. Diffraction tomography

The main advantage of the presented design is the ability to perform various

computed tomography (CT) measurements due to the full 360◦, unobstructed

field of view. Combining various advanced diffraction and imaging techniques

provides structural information at variety of interesting length-scales relevant

for these devices. XRD-CT probes the atomistic composition and structure [14],

SAXS-CT about the mesoscale (2-50 nm) morphology [44] and µCT about the

macroscale morphology, with the spatial resolution down to the size of the X-ray

probe [45]. The ultimate spatial resolution of the scanning CT techniques (XRD-

CT, SAXS-CT) is currently only limited by the beam size and data acquisition

speed, typically on the order of minutes for one 2D slice and an hour for full 3D

scans, depending on the desired number of slices. An exposure time of 133 µs

per powder pattern was used.

The use of 3D tomography also relaxes the requirement for MEA samples to

lie perfectly flat across the device. Multiple slices can be acquired in order to

achieve higher depth resolution through the plane of the membrane versus the

projected-volume, vertical scan measurements exhibited in Figure 3. The trade-

offs between large samples, optical alignment, spatial resolution, and available

beamtime guide the optimal data collection strategy.

The use of very hard X-rays enables the investigation of large samples and

full devices, such as the PEMFC. This is due to the fact that, in contrast to softer

X-rays, X-ray transmission remains significant even for thick samples (Figure

1C). However, there are currently limitations with the data analysis of X-ray

diffraction/scattering computed tomography of large objects. This is due to
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reconstruction artefacts related to the effect of tan(2θ) sample broadening [46].

This phenomenon is also sometimes referred to as the ’parallax effect’ due to the

fact that during a single point measurement, diffracted/scattered photons from

different regions of the sample (along the X-ray beam path) arrive at different

parts of the detector, even when diffracting at the same angle. This results in

broadening of the diffraction peaks and, in extreme cases, even peak splitting

(e.g. a highly crystalline phase diffracting only near the front and back of the

sample). The information regarding the diffraction peak position and peak

shape is therefore altered and the data must be treated with care.

New strategies for interpreting diffraction tomography data of large samples

are urgently required to reduce these artefacts. All conventional tomographic

algorithms (including simple filtered-back-projection to state-of-the-art itera-

tive or bayesian-based reconstruction algorithms) cannot handle data where the

parallax effect is present. Advanced reconstruction techniques to correct for

these geometric aberrations at the software (i.e. new algorithms) and hardware

(e.g. GPU vs CPU implementation of code) levels are currently being pur-

sued. However, it should be emphasised that phase distribution maps can still

be created using conventional tomographic algorithms, and these X-ray diffrac-

tion/scattering tomographic techniques allow one to pinpoint the location of

different chemical species even in large samples and devices.

For example, in Figure 4, one XRD-CT slice measured through the cell’s

graphite cathode flowfield is displayed. Each voxel in the reconstructed image

corresponds to one diffraction pattern which can be further analysed. In the

given example, each pattern is characteristic to different materials composing

the cell (C), which allows determination of the spatial distribution with very

high sensitivity (A). This diffraction contrast is advantageous in comparison

with conventional µCT where the electron density contrast of the composing

materials is often insufficient to unambiguously resolve each component. If

the components are distributed inhomogeneously as in the present case, then

the signal from the cell walls (PEEK) can be separated from the signal of the

material/component-of-interest (flowfield). This is demonstrated in plot (D)
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where the background from the cell walls at low q is practically zero in the

reconstructed diffraction patterns. The examples of reconstruction artefacts are

in plots (E) (J). There the XRD patterns from a linescan across the flowfield

(E) are shown for both reconstructed and raw patterns. The raw patterns cor-

respond to the experimental data acquired during the horizontal translation of

the cell during the XRD-CT scan (i.e. ”projection” data). In this reconstruc-

tion, no correction for differential absorption of X-rays was made. The omission

of absorption correction leads to an artefact, observed as a slight depression of

the (002) peak integrated intensity in the middle of the cell (H). The parallax

effect results in the splitting of the (002) peak in the reconstructed patterns (I)

while only the general broadening is observed in directly measured patterns (F).

Interestingly, the parallax artefact appears even in the channel areas (J) where

the reconstructed graphite signal is expected to be zero. This is due to the

graphite rim around the flowfield. Differences between the reconstructed and

measured peak profile in the land area (G) indicates that Rietveld analysis of

reconstructed patterns is difficult for large samples and should be treated with

care as the peak profile is severely affected by the parallax effect (multiple or

highly asymmetrical peaks).

4. Conclusions

Cell designs for in situ analysis of PEM fuel cell MEAs with high energy

WAXS and SAXS are described. This cell accurately reproduced the electro-

chemistry of conventional devices, while allowing for facile and precise in situ

X-ray analysis. The use of crudely modified commercial fuel cell equipment is

no longer necessary and high quality, purpose-built sample environments are

now available directly from fuel cell hardware manufacturers. As beamtime

at synchrotron facilities is limited, particular attention has been given towards

making the design robust, leak-free and as easy to clean and align as possible.

Cells that simplify in situ measurements without compromising state-of-the-art

performance will be critical for solving the longstanding issue of material degra-
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dation in fuel cell devices. Detailed studies to investigate the structural changes

of electrocatalyst samples under operando conditions are presently underway.
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